
THE CHALLENGE

Jewellery stores face persistent security 
challenges due to the high-value merchandise 
they house. Some of these include:

   Theft and robbery - armed attacks pose 
significant risks to the safety of staff and 
customers.

   Shoplifting - opportunistic thieves 
persistently attempt to steal smaller, easily 
concealable items.

   After-hours burglaries - can involve 
smashing windows, cutting through security 
bars, or bypassing alarms.

   Access control - to restricted areas within 
the store can protect merchandise and limit 
the risk of internal theft.

OUR SOLUTION

Introducing our revolutionary AI-powered video 
security assistant, that specifically addresses the 
unique needs and challenges of jewellery stores. 
Here's why we stand out:

   Camera flexibility - seamlessly integrate with 
any popular security camera brand via ONVIF or 
RTSP, offering you the freedom to choose the 
best-fit cameras for your store.

   Complete security integration - connect new 
or existing intruder alarms, LED lights, gates, 
speakers, sirens, strobes, and more.

   Proactive deterrence - trigger connected 
accessories based on valid object detections and 
custom rules you control, allowing you to deter 
potential threats before they occur.

   Round-the-clock professional support - 
connect Monitoreal to monitoring center 
software for continuous professional services 
without relying on cloud-based infrastructure, 
ensuring your store's security is never 
compromised.
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Ensure the safety of your employees, store and stock, from anywhere in the world
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Jewellery Store Scenario
Upgraded Using Modern AI Technology

Control access to 
restricted store areas, 

housing high-value stock

PROACTIVE SECURITY IN ACTION

MAXIMIZE SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

  Set multiple Regions of Interest (ROI) for each camera, to focus on objects & areas that matter most. 

 Enable time schedules for each rule or ROI, for precise control based on changing circumstances.

  Customise scenarios for awareness events, ie. vehicle detection, gate control, human presence outside 
working hours - all triggering alarms, strobes, and more to keep things in check.

 Integrate with monitoring stations, to ensure 24/7 professional response.

Overcome security challenges, cut costs, and enhance safety with Monitoreal! Take our advanced, 
comprehensive approach to safeguarding your jewellery store and maintaining a secure environment. 

Designed and assembled in the EU

Trigger sirens and 
warnings before security 
threats on the property 

become incidents

Monitor the movement 
of staff, customers, and 

delivery personnel

Predict 
potential 

threats based 
on suspicious 

activity
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